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NOT A WARRANTY

THE SERVICES PERFORMED, THE AGREEMENT, AND THE REPORT DO NOT CONSTITUTE A WARRANTY, AN INSURANCE POLICY, OR A

GUARANTEE OF ANY KIND, NOR DO THEY SUBSTITUTE FOR ANY DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AS MAY BE REQUIRED BY LAW.

There are no warranties made against roof leaks, wet basements, or mechanical breakdowns The report is NOT a listing of repairs that need to be

made. Therefore, you agree NOT to hold us responsible for future failure and repair, or for the non-discovery of any patent or latent defects in

material, workmanship, or other conditions of the property which may occur or become evident after the date the services were performed; nor for

any alleged non-disclosure of condition that are the express responsibility of the seller of the property. You agree to assume all the risk for

conditions which are concealed from view or inaccessible to us at the time that the services were performed.

THIS REPORT IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE PERSON PURCHASING THE HOME INSPECTION SERVICES. NO OTHER

PERSON, INCLUDING A PURCHASER OF THE INSPECTED PROPERTY WHO DID NOT PURCHASE THE HOME INSPECTION SERVICES,

MAY RELY UPON ANY REPRESENTATION MADE IN THE REPORT.

THIS REPORT IS FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF OUR CLIENT AS NAMED IN THE INSPECTION AGREEMENT. It may not be used or relied

upon by any other person unless that person is specifically named by us in the Inspection Agreement as a recipient of this report. Distribution of this

report to any third party without the written consent of the inspector and WIN Home Inspection is prohibited. As the client, you agree to maintain the

confidentiality of this report and to reasonably protect the report from distribution to any third party. You agree to indemnify, defend and hold us

harmless if any third party brings a claim against us relating to the inspection or to this report.

EXPLANATION OF TERMS

This report was prepared and written with the age and type of structure taken into consideration. Below is an explanation of the terms used in the

report

FUNCTIONAL: Items marked Functional appear to be in serviceable condition using normal operating controls. There were no visible indication of

failure at the time the services were performed.

SATISFACTORY: Items marked Satisfactory appear to be in serviceable condition using normal operating controls. There were no visible

indications of failure at the time the services were performed. Items that need minor service that do not significantly affect an item's use may be

classified as satisfactory.

ATTENTION: Items marked Attention appear to be in need of preventive maintenance or service. Attention may also indicate an item that the

inspector would recommend gaining further information from a third party immediately in order to provide additional clarification and/or insight into

the item's condition.

MAINTENANCE: Items marked Maintenance are in need of repair or replacement in order to make the item functional and/or prevent further

deterioration.

ACTION REQUIRED: Items marked Action Required appear to be in need of immediate repair or replacement. Delay in repair or replacement may

result in a dramatic shortening of the life expectancy of the item, have immediate effect on the item, system, structure, other related items, or

present a potential health and/or safety hazard.

PRESENT: Items marked Present were visible at the time the services were performed and were not tested or inspected due to either the type of

device or access limitations.

NOT INSPECTED: Items marked Not Inspected may be present at the time the services were performed and were not inspected due to obstruction,

weather condition or the inspection of the item is not within the scope of the services performed.

N/A: Items marked N/A are not included in the report. The item may not be present, not included, not accessible, not available, not addressed, not

applicable, not appropriate, and/or not examined.
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WIN Home Inspection
Standard Full Home Inspection

This report contains confidential information and is supplied solely for use by the client(s) of:

Jeffery Williams dba WIN Home Inspection Northeast Seattle/Greenlake

12345 Lake City Way, #365, Seattle, Washington 98125

(206) 542-7735 winhomeinspectionnortheastseattle.com

Work Order Number: 14896916 Service Date: 7/2/2021 Time: 8:30 AM

Site Address:

14603 60th Pl W, Edmonds, WA 98026

For the purpose of this inspection, the Main Entry Door faces: South

Site Information:

Weather: 65 °F - Cloudy

Approximate Year Built: 1975

Structure: Single Family Home

Foundation: Raised Foundation

Bedrooms: 3

Bathrooms: 2

Floors: 3

Occupied: No

Client:

Name: David & Molly Satterfield

Address:

Work Phone:

Home Phone:

Mobile Phone:

Email Address: davesfield@comcast.net

Client Present at Inspection: Yes

Buyer's Agent:

Name:

Company:

Address:

,

Phone:

Email:

Buyer's Agent Present at Inspection: No

Seller's Agent:

Name: John Haines

Company: Coldwell Banker Bain - Lynnwood

Address: 4100 194th St Suite 135

Lynnwood, WA 98036

Phone: (206) 854-4403

Email: john@johnsellsnw.com

Seller's Agent Present at Inspection: No

Inspector: Jared Carman

License / Certification: 1242

Email: jcarman@wini.com

Jeffery Williams

dba WIN Home Inspection Northeast Seattle/Greenlake

Notes:
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SUMMARY

SECTION

Standard Full Home Inspection Summary

Report
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We have identified various items on the subject structure that either require maintenance now or require periodic

maintenance in the normal course of ownership. This is only a summary report and is intended as a guide to be used in

both short and long term scheduling of maintenance items. Please read the complete report carefully as additional

information and details are contained therein. It is always advisable to use experienced tradespeople or a qualified

handyperson when contracting for work that may not be within the scope of your capabilities.

1. Structure Perimeter Exterior - Evidence of Movement

Attention

The inspector noted settlement cracks at the west and south foundation walls. Some settlement in structures of

this age is typical. Questioning the seller on the history of the settling, whether the settling has started or

continued during their ownership, and if they have had the foundation evaluated by an expert is recommended.

Moisture issues are typically a cause of structure settlement. Improperly routed roof water, improper site drainage

and leaking sewer lines are all common causes of structure settlement. Rerouting roof water away from the

structure, addressing any site drainage issues and having the sewer line evaluated for proper function is

recommended. Sealing the cracks to prevent possible moisture intrusion through the cracks is recommended.

Monitoring the structure for signs of further settlement is recommended as well.

2. Structure Perimeter Exterior - Evidence of Erosion

Attention

The home is located on a bluff. Soils sampling/engineering is not within the scope of this home inspection.

Contacting a licensed Geotech engineer for further evaluation of the bluff may be desired.

Standard Full Home Inspection Summary

Report
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3. Structure Perimeter Exterior - Evidence of Animal Infestation

Maintenance

The inspector found evidence of rodents in the upper attic area of the house. Extermination measures are

recommended.

4. Structure Perimeter Exterior - Vegetation Clear from Structure

Maintenance

There is vegetation growing up against the exterior surface material. All vegetation should be trimmed at least 18

inches away from the structure. This will eliminate a common avenue for wood destroying insect infestation.

5. Exterior Structure - Siding Condition

Maintenance

1. Deterioration is developing at a couple of the upper south siding boards between the bedroom windows. Spot

repairs is recommended prior to painting the structure.

Standard Full Home Inspection Summary

Report
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2. The main entry porch has settled in areas and as a result there are exposed framing members at the porch to

structure seam. Sealing this seam is recommended in order to prevent water related damage to the exposed

framing members..

6. Exterior Structure - Caulking Structure

Maintenance

The structure caulking around the windows and trim is showing wear. Caulking the exterior windows and trim is

needed in order to provide long term protection to the exterior surface material. This is often needed in between

paintings and should be inspected for touch up on an annual basis.

Standard Full Home Inspection Summary

Report
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7. Exterior Structure - Eave/Soffit Areas

Maintenance

There are a number of holes in the eaves around the perimeter of the structure. Sealing the holes is

recommended in order to prevent unwanted pests from gaining access to the structure.

8. Roof - Moss/Mildew

Maintenance

Standard Full Home Inspection Summary

Report
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The inspection of the roofing material has identified an amount of moss growth on the roof that would justify

removing at this time. The inspector recommends inspecting the roof system for moss growth on an annual basis.

Products that prevent growth can be purchased at a local hardware store or home improvement center and can

be applied by a home owner.

9. Roof - Drains/Splash Blocks

Maintenance

Some of the down spouts around the house appears to be constructed with a perforated drain line. These drain

lines allow water to drain in to the soils around the foundations perimeter. Down spouts that empty along the

foundation wall are the most common cause of water penetration into basements and structure settlement.

Redirecting roof water through a proper tight line drain system is recommended.

10. Utility Services - Sewer

City

This inspection does not cover failure to sewer lines due to their inaccessibility to visual inspection. The inspector

recommends having the sewer line invasively inspected by a qualified plumbing and/or drainage, using a camera.

11. Structure - Repairs Evident

Maintenance

The main bathroom door handle does not lock. Replacement of the door handle is recommended in order to

provide the intended purpose.

12. Structure - Smoke Detector(s)

Action Required

Standard Full Home Inspection Summary

Report
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The inspector noted that one or more of the smoke detectors are missing. Functional smoke/fire detectors on

each level of the structure and inside all bedrooms is recommended for increased safety awareness. Replacing

the missing smoke detectors is recommended as a preventive safety measure. Thoroughly testing the units upon

move-in and each month is recommended to ensure the units are functional. Changing smoke detector batteries

on a yearly basis is recommended as well as a preventive safety measure.

13. Structure - Carbon Monoxide Detector(s)

Action Required

The inspector noted one or more missing carbon monoxide detectors in the structure. Functional carbon

monoxide detectors on each level of the structure are recommended for increased safety awareness. Replacing

the missing carbon monoxide detectors is recommended as a preventive safety measure. Carbon monoxide

detectors are required to be installed in accordance with RCW 19.27.530

14. Structure - Windows, Latches/Locks

Maintenance

The dining room window does not latch properly. Repair or replacement of the window latches is recommended.

15. Structure - Asbestos Noted

Attention

The scope of this inspection does not include an asbestos in materials screening inspection. The inspector noted

that the house has an acoustical (popcorn) ceiling material that could contain small amounts of asbestos if

installed prior to the mid 1980's. Not all acoustical ceiling material that was installed prior to the 1980's contained

asbestos, but it is found more commonly than not when installed prior to this period. The inspector was unable to

identify when this material was installed, but it may have been installed prior to the mid 1980's. Due to the date of

construction of this structure, there is a possibility that there are items containing asbestos in the home. Additional

information regarding asbestos may be located at: http://www.epa.gov

16. Structure - Interior Stairway Structure

Attention

For child safety, new building guidelines require that guardrails/handrails be constructed so that a four-inch ball

will not pass through the railing. Consideration should be given to modifying the interior staircase handrail as a

preventive safety measure.

17. Structure - Interior Ventilation Method

Maintenance

There is visible lint and dust buildup in the main bathroom exhaust fan. Cleaning the fan is recommended. This

should be performed on a yearly basis as part of regular maintenance.

Standard Full Home Inspection Summary

Report
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18. Main Entry Door - Correct Application

No

The rear entry door is a hollow core door. Consideration to upgrading the door to a solid core door is

recommended as a preventive security measure.

19. Electrical Service - Receptacle Ground Verify

Attention

There are 3 pronged electrical outlets that are not grounded in the garage. The lower round 3rd prong on the

outlet, if connected to a ground wire and grounded back at the panel, is there as a safety escape route for the

electricity in case something goes wrong with the appliance plugged into the outlet or the receptacle malfunctions.

There is certain electrical appliances that have three pronged plugs that require a ground circuit for safe

operation. There are a number of ways of addressing the condition. An electrician can be hired to ground the

outlets back to the panel to provide grounded protection at the outlets, or a GFCI outlet can be installed in place

of the three pronged outlet in order to provide a grounded type of protection. Each of these methods of correction

have varying costs associated with each of them. Consideration should be given to correcting the condition as a

preventive safety consideration.

20. Electrical Service - G.F.C.I. Protection

Attention

There are missing Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters (GFCI Circuits) in the kitchen and garage. Current electrical

requirements call for GFCI circuits to be located in areas where there is a higher potential danger of electrical

shock (garage, bathroom, exterior and kitchen outlets). Consideration should be given to installing GFCI circuits in

those areas of the house where there is a higher potential for electrical shock.

21. Electrical Service - Outlets, Switches, Junction Boxes, Lighting

Attention

1. The electrical outlets in the main and master bathroom were tested to have reversed polarity. This is an

indication that the wires connected to the outlet are installed backwards. Correcting this condition is

recommended for functional and safety consideration.

2. The living room light switch does not appear to switch power on to any device or light. Questioning the seller

regarding this issue is recommended

Standard Full Home Inspection Summary

Report
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3. The dining room east electrical outlet and the outlet to the right of the slider door are loose. Properly securing

the outlets is recommended as a preventative fire/safety measure.

4. The electrical outlet at the laundry area east wall is charred/singed. Replacement of the electrical outlet is

recommended.

22. Heating System - System Type(s)/Info

Gas Fired Furnace

The gas-fired furnace appears to be 32 years old. The heating system was on/off tested and found to be

operational under normal operating procedures. A conventional gas fired furnace contains a heat exchanger

which has an average life expectancy of 20-25 years from the date of installation. However, there have been

exceptions on both sides. When a heat exchanger develops a crack, small hole, or fails, carbon monoxide will

leak into the heating air stream creating an unsafe condition. As a preventive safety consideration, the inspector

recommends having the furnace professionally serviced per the manufacturers specifications on an annual basis.

Budgeting to replace the furnace is also recommended as failure may occur at anytime due to age.

23. Heating System - Service Notes/Filter Size

None Visible

The inspector was unable to locate an apparent service record which would indicate the furnace system has not

had a complete, technically exhaustive service and functional evaluation within the last year. Questioning the

seller on available current service records is advised. If no service records are available within the last year, the

inspector would recommend that a qualified contractor provide a complete service on the system.

Standard Full Home Inspection Summary

Report
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24. Plumbing - Water Pipe Insulation

Maintenance

There is missing water pipe insulation on the water supply lines in the crawl space . Installation of a proper pipe

insulation is recommended.

25. Plumbing - Evidence of Leaks

Maintenance

The master bathroom sink drain line connection was leaking at the time of the inspection. Repairs is

recommended.

26. Attic - Duct Work Piping

Maintenance

The master bathroom exhaust fan is venting into the attic area. Ventilation fans should be piped to a vent in the

roof in order to provide a positive outflow to the exterior of the structure. Repair is recommended.

Standard Full Home Inspection Summary

Report
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27. Attic - Ventilation

Attention

There is what appears to be a small visible amount of suspected mold at the southeast corner of the upper attic

roof sheeting due to past improper ventilation. Some molds are known to produce toxins and toxic responses.

Toxic mold detection and testing is NOT within the scope of a home inspection. This home inspector is not a

qualified professional mold expert. Recommend interested parties consider retaining a qualified professional for

testing and evaluation. Additional information regarding mold may be located at: http://www.epa.gov

28. Attached Garage - Safety Operation, Opener(s)

Attention

The automatic garage door opener does not have an electric eye that reverses the garage door opener when an

obstacle passes under the door. Installing an approved device is recommended as a preventive safety measure.

29. Patios/Decking/Porches - Steps/Handrails

Attention

There is no handrail installed at the northwest exterior steps. Installing an approved handrail system is

recommended as a preventative safety measure.

Standard Full Home Inspection Summary

Report
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FULL REPORT
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Structure Perimeter Exterior

1. Foundation Material(s)

Concrete

2. Vent Screens

Functional

The crawl space vent screens appear to be in satisfactory condition. The screen material is designed to prevent

small animal and rodent access to the crawl space, while providing ventilation or airflow under the structure.

Monitoring the screen material for damage is recommended.

3. Evidence of Movement

Attention

The inspector noted settlement cracks at the west and south foundation walls. Some settlement in structures of

this age is typical. Questioning the seller on the history of the settling, whether the settling has started or

continued during their ownership, and if they have had the foundation evaluated by an expert is recommended.

Moisture issues are typically a cause of structure settlement. Improperly routed roof water, improper site drainage

and leaking sewer lines are all common causes of structure settlement. Rerouting roof water away from the

structure, addressing any site drainage issues and having the sewer line evaluated for proper function is

recommended. Sealing the cracks to prevent possible moisture intrusion through the cracks is recommended.

Monitoring the structure for signs of further settlement is recommended as well.

4. Site Drainage

Satisfactory

Exterior grading should slope away from the structure at a minimum of 1" drop per 4 feet of distance to ensure

proper site drainage of heavy rain water accumulation. Improper site drainage is a leading cause of structure

settlement and moisture infiltration into basements or crawlspaces.

5. Evidence of Erosion

Attention

The home is located on a bluff. Soils sampling/engineering is not within the scope of this home inspection.

Contacting a licensed Geotech engineer for further evaluation of the bluff may be desired.

6. Evidence of Animal Infestation

Maintenance

The inspector found evidence of rodents in the upper attic area of the house. Extermination measures are

recommended.

7. Proper Earth-Wood Clearance

Satisfactory

Inspection around the perimeter of the structure does not show any contact of earth to wood. There should be no

contact between the earth and the exterior surface material to prevent wood deterioration. The inspector

recommends keeping at least 4-6 inches of clearance between the earth and wood siding material as a preventive

maintenance measure.

8. Vegetation Clear from Structure

Maintenance

There is vegetation growing up against the exterior surface material. All vegetation should be trimmed at least 18

inches away from the structure. This will eliminate a common avenue for wood destroying insect infestation.

9. Address Identification

Satisfactory

10. Watering System

N/A

11. Retaining wall(s)

Standard Full Home Inspection Details
(Italicized comments also appear in the summary report)
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Satisfactory

Exterior Structure

1. Flat Surface Material(s)

Wood Siding

2. Siding Condition

Maintenance

1. Deterioration is developing at a couple of the upper south siding boards between the bedroom windows. Spot

repairs is recommended prior to painting the structure.

2. The main entry porch has settled in areas and as a result there are exposed framing members at the porch to

structure seam. Sealing this seam is recommended in order to prevent water related damage to the exposed

framing members..

3. Painted Surfaces

Functional

The exterior paint appeared to be in satisfactory condition. Painting the structure of is often needed every 5 to 7

years depending on exposure to the elements. Keeping the structure well painted is needed to help protect the

exterior siding material.

4. Glaze/Caulking Window Pane

Functional

5. Window Glass

Functional

6. Caulking Structure

Maintenance

The structure caulking around the windows and trim is showing wear. Caulking the exterior windows and trim is

needed in order to provide long term protection to the exterior surface material. This is often needed in between

paintings and should be inspected for touch up on an annual basis.

7. Eave/Soffit Areas

Maintenance

There are a number of holes in the eaves around the perimeter of the structure. Sealing the holes is

recommended in order to prevent unwanted pests from gaining access to the structure.

8. Fascia Boards/Trim

Functional

9. Window Screens

Functional

10. Double Pane Seals/Insulating Windows

Functional

There were no indications of failed window seals at the time of the inspection. The visual inspection of the

windows may not disclose seals that have lost their vacuum seal in between the panes of glass. The deficiency is

sometimes only visible under certain climatic conditions.

Roof

1. Roof Cover Material(s)

Composition Shingle

2. Roof Type

Pitched

Standard Full Home Inspection Details
(Italicized comments also appear in the summary report)
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3. Moss/Mildew

Maintenance

The inspection of the roofing material has identified an amount of moss growth on the roof that would justify

removing at this time. The inspector recommends inspecting the roof system for moss growth on an annual basis.

Products that prevent growth can be purchased at a local hardware store or home improvement center and can

be applied by a home owner.

4. Debris on Roof

None

There was no debris build up on the roof at the time of the inspection. Debris build up should be cleaned off the

roof surface on a regular basis as a proper care and maintenance recommendation.

5. Cover

1 Layer

6. Cover Material Condition

Functional

The roofing material is in functional condition. The material used on this roof has an approximate life expectancy

of 25 to 30 years from the date of installation if properly and regularly maintained. With proper care, regular

inspection and preventive maintenance, the roof cover material should provide an estimated 3-5 years of

adequate protection before resurfacing is needed.

7. Ridges

Functional

The ridge shingles appear to be in functional condition. Ridge shingles are usually the first to show wear and

often require replacement during the serviceable life of the roof. Annual inspection or ridge areas is recommended

in order to identify any areas in need of preventive replacement.

8. Valleys

Functional

9. Flashing/Caulking

Functional

10. Vents/Chimneys/Covers

Functional

11. Gutters/Down Spouts

Functional

The inspector recommends inspecting and cleaning the gutter system and roof surface on an annual basis.

Debris in gutters can clog down spouts and downspout drainage systems. Improperly routed roof water is a

leading cause of structure settlement and moisture infiltration into basements and crawl spaces.

12. Drains/Splash Blocks

Maintenance

Some of the down spouts around the house appears to be constructed with a perforated drain line. These drain

lines allow water to drain in to the soils around the foundations perimeter. Down spouts that empty along the

foundation wall are the most common cause of water penetration into basements and structure settlement.

Redirecting roof water through a proper tight line drain system is recommended.

13. Indications of Leaking

No

14. Soft Spots

No

15. Roof Evaluated From

Walk Surface

Standard Full Home Inspection Details
(Italicized comments also appear in the summary report)
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Utility Services

1. Electrical Services

Underground

The electrical meter is located at the east exterior of the structure.

2. Water Source

City

3. Water Meter Location

At Street

The water meter is located near the street.

4. Water Shutoff

Garage

The main water shut off valve is located in the garage.

Standard Full Home Inspection Details
(Italicized comments also appear in the summary report)
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5. Sewer

City

This inspection does not cover failure to sewer lines due to their inaccessibility to visual inspection. The inspector

recommends having the sewer line invasively inspected by a qualified plumbing and/or drainage, using a camera.

6. Sewer Line Clean-out

Crawlspace

7. Gas Service

Natural

The gas meter is located on the west side of the structure. The inspector recommends purchasing an emergency

shut off tool for the gas meter. A crescent wrench or special shut off tool can be purchased at your local hardware

or home improvement center. The inspector recommends attaching it with a piece of string to the meter for easy

accessibility in an emergency.

Main gas shut off valve.

8. Gas Odors

No

9. Vents/Exhaust

Satisfactory

10. Service Shut Off(s)

Meters and Appliances

Standard Full Home Inspection Details
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Structure

1. Description

Wood Framed

2. Approximate Year Built

Approximate Year Built 1975

3. Bedroom(s)

Bedroom(s) 3

4. Bathroom(s)

Bathroom(s) 2

5. Remodel/Modernization Evident

No

6. Repairs Evident

Maintenance

The main bathroom door handle does not lock. Replacement of the door handle is recommended in order to

provide the intended purpose.

7. Smoke Detector(s)

Action Required

The inspector noted that one or more of the smoke detectors are missing. Functional smoke/fire detectors on

each level of the structure and inside all bedrooms is recommended for increased safety awareness. Replacing

the missing smoke detectors is recommended as a preventive safety measure. Thoroughly testing the units upon

move-in and each month is recommended to ensure the units are functional. Changing smoke detector batteries

on a yearly basis is recommended as well as a preventive safety measure.

8. Carbon Monoxide Detector(s)

Action Required

The inspector noted one or more missing carbon monoxide detectors in the structure. Functional carbon

monoxide detectors on each level of the structure are recommended for increased safety awareness. Replacing

the missing carbon monoxide detectors is recommended as a preventive safety measure. Carbon monoxide

detectors are required to be installed in accordance with RCW 19.27.530

9. Windows, Latches/Locks

Maintenance

The dining room window does not latch properly. Repair or replacement of the window latches is recommended.

10. Asbestos Noted

Attention

The scope of this inspection does not include an asbestos in materials screening inspection. The inspector noted

that the house has an acoustical (popcorn) ceiling material that could contain small amounts of asbestos if

installed prior to the mid 1980's. Not all acoustical ceiling material that was installed prior to the 1980's contained

asbestos, but it is found more commonly than not when installed prior to this period. The inspector was unable to

identify when this material was installed, but it may have been installed prior to the mid 1980's. Due to the date of

construction of this structure, there is a possibility that there are items containing asbestos in the home. Additional

information regarding asbestos may be located at: http://www.epa.gov

11. Lead

N/A

12. Furniture/Storage

Vacant

13. Floor Structure
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Wood Joists

14. Ceiling Structure

Wood Trusses

15. Roof Structure

Roof Trusses

16. Interior Walls

Textured Drywall

The scope of the inspection does not cover cosmetic issues or minor blemishes unless related to an issue

covered under the scope of the inspection

17. Interior Stairway Structure

Attention

For child safety, new building guidelines require that guardrails/handrails be constructed so that a four-inch ball

will not pass through the railing. Consideration should be given to modifying the interior staircase handrail as a

preventive safety measure.

18. Interior Ventilation Method

Maintenance

There is visible lint and dust buildup in the main bathroom exhaust fan. Cleaning the fan is recommended. This

should be performed on a yearly basis as part of regular maintenance.

Main Entry Door

1. Correct Application

No

The rear entry door is a hollow core door. Consideration to upgrading the door to a solid core door is

recommended as a preventive security measure.

2. Door Fit

Functional

3. Weather Strip

Functional

4. Finish

Functional

5. Dead Bolts

Yes

It is recommended that all locks be changed, or re-keyed, after closing on the property for security reasons. This

should be done by a qualified locksmith

6. Security/Caller Visibility

Yes

7. Door Chime

Functional

Fire Place/Wood Stove

1. Solid Fuel/Gas Logs/Gas Appliance

Satisfactory

2. Exterior Chimney(s) Condition

Functional
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3. Rain Cap/Spark Arrestor

Functional

Electrical Service

1. Panel/Sub-Panel Location(s)

Garage

The electrical panel is located in the garage.

2. Service Size (Amps)/(Volts)

200 Amps - 240 Volts

3. Over Current Devices

Breakers

4. Service to Panel

Aluminium

5. Panel to Structure

Copper

6. Panel Cover

Functional

7. Panel Cover(s) Removed

Yes

The electrical panel cover was removed to provide access to the interior of the panel for inspection.
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8. Breaker Configuration

Functional

9. Wire-Over Current Compatibility

Functional

The visible wires appeared to be properly sized to the breaker overcurrent rating.

10. Receptacle Ground Verify

Attention

There are 3 pronged electrical outlets that are not grounded in the garage. The lower round 3rd prong on the

outlet, if connected to a ground wire and grounded back at the panel, is there as a safety escape route for the

electricity in case something goes wrong with the appliance plugged into the outlet or the receptacle malfunctions.

There is certain electrical appliances that have three pronged plugs that require a ground circuit for safe

operation. There are a number of ways of addressing the condition. An electrician can be hired to ground the

outlets back to the panel to provide grounded protection at the outlets, or a GFCI outlet can be installed in place

of the three pronged outlet in order to provide a grounded type of protection. Each of these methods of correction

have varying costs associated with each of them. Consideration should be given to correcting the condition as a

preventive safety consideration.

11. G.F.C.I. Protection

Attention

There are missing Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters (GFCI Circuits) in the kitchen and garage. Current electrical

requirements call for GFCI circuits to be located in areas where there is a higher potential danger of electrical

shock (garage, bathroom, exterior and kitchen outlets). Consideration should be given to installing GFCI circuits in

those areas of the house where there is a higher potential for electrical shock.

12. Service Ground Verified

Yes

13. Outlets, Switches, Junction Boxes, Lighting

Attention

1. The electrical outlets in the main and master bathroom were tested to have reversed polarity. This is an

indication that the wires connected to the outlet are installed backwards. Correcting this condition is

recommended for functional and safety consideration.

2. The living room light switch does not appear to switch power on to any device or light. Questioning the seller

regarding this issue is recommended

3. The dining room east electrical outlet and the outlet to the right of the slider door are loose. Properly securing

the outlets is recommended as a preventative fire/safety measure.

4. The electrical outlet at the laundry area east wall is charred/singed. Replacement of the electrical outlet is

recommended.

14. Wire Method

Type NM (Romex)

15. Arc Fault Breakers (A.F.C.I.)

Not Present

There are no Arc Fault Circuit Interrupters (AFCI Circuits) installed in the panel at the bedroom circuits. Current

electrical requirements call for AFCI circuits to be located in sleeping areas to potential danger of electrical shock.

The age of the structure falls before that dates in which this requirement was adopted. Consideration should be

given to installing AFCI circuits in those areas of the house where required by recent electrical code.

Heating System
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1. Location(s)

Garage

The furnace is located in the garage.

2. System Type(s)/Info

Gas Fired Furnace

The gas-fired furnace appears to be 32 years old. The heating system was on/off tested and found to be

operational under normal operating procedures. A conventional gas fired furnace contains a heat exchanger

which has an average life expectancy of 20-25 years from the date of installation. However, there have been

exceptions on both sides. When a heat exchanger develops a crack, small hole, or fails, carbon monoxide will

leak into the heating air stream creating an unsafe condition. As a preventive safety consideration, the inspector

recommends having the furnace professionally serviced per the manufacturers specifications on an annual basis.

Budgeting to replace the furnace is also recommended as failure may occur at anytime due to age.

3. Thermostat Location(s)

Living Room

The thermostat is located in the living room.

4. Thermostat Condition

Functional

5. On/Off Check

Functional

The furnace was on/off tested and found to be operational at the time of the inspection.

6. Operation Noise
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Satisfactory

7. Filter Condition

Functional

The inspector recommends inspecting the furnace filter condition on a quarterly basis. Changing the filter when

dirty as needed.

8. Ducts/Returns/Radiators

Functional

9. Service Notes/Filter Size

None Visible

The inspector was unable to locate an apparent service record which would indicate the furnace system has not

had a complete, technically exhaustive service and functional evaluation within the last year. Questioning the

seller on available current service records is advised. If no service records are available within the last year, the

inspector would recommend that a qualified contractor provide a complete service on the system.

Plumbing

1. Size Service to Structure

3/4 Inch

2. Structure Pipe Material

Copper

3. Waste Pipe Material

Plastic

4. Water Pipe Insulation

Maintenance

There is missing water pipe insulation on the water supply lines in the crawl space . Installation of a proper pipe

insulation is recommended.

5. Surge Bangs

No

6. Encrustations Evident

No

7. Evidence of Leaks

Maintenance

The master bathroom sink drain line connection was leaking at the time of the inspection. Repairs is

recommended.

8. Interior Water Flow

Functional

The interior water flow in the structure appeared to be satisfactory at the time of the inspection. Cleaning debris

buildup in supply pipes, fixture heads, and shut off valves may be needed periodically in order to maintain a

satisfactory level of water flow.

9. Exterior Water Flow

Functional

Water Heater

1. Location(s)

Garage

The water heater is located in the garage.
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2. Type

Natural Gas

The date of installation was not listed on the water heater. The inspector noted that the manufacture date listed

was 2021. This may indicate the water heater was installed shortly thereafter. The life expectancy of a water

heater is typically 8-12 years from the date of installation, although there are exceptions on both sides. Gas water

heaters must have a continuous source of air and fuel. Items should not be stored against the water heater.

Providing at least 2 feet of clearance around the water heater is recommended. Budgeting for replacement of

water heaters that are over 8 years is recommended as failure could occur at any time due to their age.

3. Size Main/Aux (Gal)

Approximately 50 US Gallons

4. Evidence of Leaks

No

5. Evidence of Encrustation

No

6. Safety Valve

Present

7. Discharge Pipe

Present

8. Safety Tie Down(s)

Satisfactory

The water heater is equipped with a tie-down system that helps to prevent the tank from tipping over.

9. Installation

Functional

Attic

1. Access

Functional

2. Access Location/Type

Combination

The attic accesses are located in the southeast bedroom and kitchen.
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3. Attic Evaluated By

Entrance

4. Duct Work Piping

Maintenance

The master bathroom exhaust fan is venting into the attic area. Ventilation fans should be piped to a vent in the

roof in order to provide a positive outflow to the exterior of the structure. Repair is recommended.

5. Exposed Rafters/Sheathing

Satisfactory

6. Inaccessible Areas

No

7. Insulation

Blown-in Fiberglass

8. Light Thru

No

There were no visible areas where light was entering the attic at the time of the inspection.

9. Roof Inspect from Underside

Functional

The attic was entered and the underside of the accessible areas of the roof were inspected.

10. Ventilation

Attention

There is what appears to be a small visible amount of suspected mold at the southeast corner of the upper attic

roof sheeting due to past improper ventilation. Some molds are known to produce toxins and toxic responses.

Toxic mold detection and testing is NOT within the scope of a home inspection. This home inspector is not a

qualified professional mold expert. Recommend interested parties consider retaining a qualified professional for

testing and evaluation. Additional information regarding mold may be located at: http://www.epa.gov

Raised Foundation

1. Access Location

Garage

The crawlspace access is located in the garage.
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2. Access Size

Satisfactory

3. Clearance

Satisfactory

4. Inaccessible Areas

None

5. Debris/Trash

None

6. Moisture/Dampness

Satisfactory

There was no standing water build up in the crawl space at the time of the inspection. There were no signs of silt

build up on the vapor barrier that would indicate a past excessive moisture condition has occurred. Monitoring the

crawl space for moisture build up on an annual basis is recommended for preventive considerations.

7. Vapor Barrier

Satisfactory

8. Ventilation

Satisfactory

The vent openings appear to provide the intended ventilation of the crawl space area in order to keep moisture

levels down.

9. Deteriorated Wood

No

10. Proper Earth-Wood Clearance

Yes

11. Wood Members

Satisfactory

12. Pipe/Ducts

Satisfactory

13. Sill Plate Anchors

Verified

14. Method of Inspection

Entrance
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15. Insulation

Batten Insulation

Attached Garage

1. Size

Single Car

Due to modifications to the garage it currently is a on car garage that can easily be converted back to a 2 car

garage.

2. Garage Door(s)

Satisfactory

The garage door(s) appear to be in satisfactory condition.

3. Automatic Opener(s)

Functional

The automatic garage door opener(s) were in working order at the time of the inspection.

4. Springs/Mount

Functional

The garage door spring mount(s) appeared to be in satisfactory condition.

5. Safety Operation, Opener(s)

Attention

The automatic garage door opener does not have an electric eye that reverses the garage door opener when an

obstacle passes under the door. Installing an approved device is recommended as a preventive safety measure.

6. Door Seal

Functional

The seal on the bottom of the garage door appears to be in functional condition and should provide for intended

service.

7. Floor/Foundation

Satisfactory

The accessible areas of the garage floor appeared to be functional at the time of the inspection.

8. Fire Wall/Ceiling Board

Satisfactory

The common walls/ceiling between the garage and the living areas of the structure appeared to be covered in

wallboard and fire taped for increased fire protection. The inspector was not able to determine if the fire wall/

ceiling board meets local regulations through the visual inspection.

9. Door(s), Garage - Building

Functional

10. Evidence of Moisture Penetration

No

There was no visible moisture intrusion into the garage at the time of the inspection. Monitoring this area during

periods of heavy rainfall is recommended as a condition may exist that was not readily apparent at the time of the

inspection.

Patios/Decking/Porches

1. Surface(s)

Satisfactory

2. Railings

Satisfactory
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3. Steps/Handrails

Attention

There is no handrail installed at the northwest exterior steps. Installing an approved handrail system is

recommended as a preventative safety measure.

4. Foundation/Framing

Satisfactory

5. Concrete Slab

Satisfactory
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